Site specific chemical delivery of NSAIDs to inflamed joints: synthesis, biological activity and gamma-imaging studies of quaternary ammonium salts of tropinol esters of some NSAIDs or their active metabolites.
Quaternized tropinol ester derivatives of some commonly used non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or their active metabolites, were prepared and studied for their anti-inflammatory activity in a chronic inflammation model and for inflamed tissue tropism. The quaternized esters were radiolabeled with 99mTechnetium (99mTc) and their selective localization in the inflamed tissue was traced using scintigraphy. In the chronic arthritis rodent model, most of the quaternized esters exhibited anti-inflammatory effect comparable to their respective parent drugs. In the gamma-imaging studies only the quaternary derivatives exhibited selective accumulation into the inflamed tissue unlike the parent NSAIDs or the unquaternized tropinol esters. This work is a step ahead in the direction of use of quaternary ammonium ester derivatives for site specific chemical delivery of commonly used NSAIDs to the inflamed tissues to minimize their GIT side effect or other systemic toxicities.